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numerous chests are found throughout geometry dash. among the best are the treasure boxes. these are located across the game world and unlock a variety of costumes for people, each with specific bonuses. it's also possible to generate trophies by participating in the sport. points are collected for every stage you participate in. the rankings on the trophies are cool because
they permit the players to be aware of their performance. additionally, you may use the points to get rewards that are certain. awarded to the gamers for every particular level accumulated points. there are no limitations to the number of people who can play geometry dash in a single computer, but if several people share the same computer, then, they will only be able to play

games that were made before theirs. in the gd level editor, there are nine game options to select: hard, easier, casual, free, full, retro, multiplayer, simple, and casual/hard. the original geometry dash game contains 80 cubes and related unlockables. in the game, the players roll through an obstacle course, in which they have to reach a goal before their time runs out. they can go
off course and choose one of five control methods: automatic, manual, single, duo, or team. the full version has 144 cubes, 25 hidden challenges, and 18 gigantic challenges. for the hidden challenges, you can access the game’s rating for each category, and users can browse the titles and average ratings for those categories that interest them. the gigantic challenges include

achievements, coins, gems, and other items. the items are divided into five major categories: weapons, shields, offensive, defensive, and gameplay.
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